Streamline Student Scheduling

College Scheduler empowers students to easily find the perfect class schedule. With student-centric design, the platform delivers an exceptional registration experience, enhancing one of the most critical points on the journey towards a degree.

“We’re seeing less frustration on the part of the students. They used to spend hours making schedules, only to find out some of their classes were closed...Our students are much more satisfied and getting that perfect schedule.”

Holly Diamond
Director of Registration and Records, Henry Ford College

Students who plan to earn 15 credits per semester are more likely to complete college on time, earn better grades and have higher completion rates

Source: 1sttofinish.com

Improve Registration
Automating student schedule generation streamlines planning, saving time and alleviating frustration.

Balance Learning with Life
Customizing breaks allows students to schedule around obligations such as work, sports, or family while factoring in best learning times or styles.

Support On Time Graduation
Maximize credit hours, utilize degree plans and pre-load required courses to help keep students on track to degree completion.

collegescheduler.com | partnerships@collegescheduler.com
Simplify Scheduling

Students add courses and breaks, instantly generating all possible schedules. Customize and visually browse the results to find the perfect schedule.

Revolutionize Registration

Analyze course demand insights to predict and plan course offerings. Leverage the enrollment optimization engine to evenly distribute class fill rates.

Elevate Advising

Free advisors from tedious schedule planning while providing tools that enhance advising services, such as pre-loading required course work or generating schedules for special groups of students.

Learn more with a demo!

Get started now

collegescheduler.com
partnerships@collegescheduler.com

College Scheduler enables students to find schedules that include all needed courses - maximizing credit hours and minimizing 'filler' courses. Students using College Scheduler are able to register for 13% more credits on average.

Credit Hour Case Study

date collected from the University of Connecticut, Texas State at San Marcos, University of Alabama, and The Ohio State University.